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Abstract: Managing and selecting proper clothes has long been a challenging problem especially
in today’s world where people are always in hurry and hence most of the time they end up
choosing to wear the same dressing styles or the same piece of clothes. In addition, the people
tend to stick with one or two dressing styles and buy new clothes that are very similar to the
ones they already have. This usually results in a huge waste of time and money. In this paper,
we propose a new intelligent apparel recommendation system for online shopping using style
classification. The proposed intelligent recommendation system uses an Intelligent Agent based
Attribute Selection Algorithm (IAASA) for selecting important features and an effective
classification algorithm called Intelligent Agent based Enhanced Multiclass Support Vector
Machine (IAEMSVM) for effective classification. This proposed system will be helpful to a
customer, who does not have detailed knowledge about the fashions in the real shop. However,
when they want to perform online purchase, they use this software to select the items. The
experimental result shows that the proposed system helps to choose suitable clothes based on
the taste of an individual customer. It makes recommendations of clothes based on past and
present sales data on different styles. The system has also been validated using opinion from
questionnaires and experts.

Keywords: Apparel Recommendation system, Statistics based System, cloth selection, Style
classification.

1. INTRODUCTION

Globalization of markets and the international competition has made firms in the
textile apparel industry to develop suitable recommendation systems to offer their
customers with the best and most related services. These recommendation systems
are helpful to textile industry for manufacturing the correct products which are
having demand in the market. The use of soft computing techniques helps to make
better recommendation systems. Moreover, and hence many companies are either
sourcing their production to other components manufacturing unit is developing
countries to reduce the labor cost. This challenge is complicated again by the
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increase in unpredictability of the global garment market due to the fast changes
in customer demand and also in styles. Therefore, the industry is with unpredictable
demand, short product life cycles, quick response times, large product variety,
and a volatile, inflexible, and complex supply chain structure [19]. In day to day
life, people seek advice from peers and they consider their past interaction history
to locate the right peer. Moreover, when advice is received, they utilize the past
interactions to judge the advice quality [11]. Furthermore, users would prefer to
receive recommendations from people they trust. Hence, recommendations are
made based on the ratings given by users who are either directly trusted by the
current user or indirectly trusted by another trusting user through trust propagation
mechanism [25].

Market trends in the apparel industry changed from mass fashion based on
mass production and mass sales, which was the mainstream until the 1960s, to
segment fashion, which lasted to about 2000. Segment orientation targets small
customer groups. This is supported by the introduction of information technologies
into business activities and hence the market is gradually segmented. Furthermore,
individual customer services have recently gained importance, thus creating the
notion of one-to-one marketing to build a relationship with each individual
customer [9, 10]. Apparel sales strategies aim at the creation of mutual trust and
benefit between the customer and the enterprise (retail shop). When a customer
buys clothes in a real shop, salespersons are present to provide face-to-face customer
service, and to choose clothes suiting the individual’s taste. The one-to-one
marketing creates the mutual benefit [11]. However, online fashion shopping sites
on the Internet have not gone beyond the segment-oriented approach, and do not
have functions for choosing clothes according to individual customer preferences.
In these existing shopping sites, a customer willing to buy clothes looks at a
computer’s monitor displaying descriptions about clothes type, color, price, brand,
size, and quality indications and images, and relies only on his or her own opinion.
Thus, a customer without detailed knowledge of fashion cannot choose appropriate
items among a wide selection, or may even give up buying clothes online. Even if
a customer buys something, he or she remains uncertain whether the purchase
will really suit his or her preferences.

Recommender Systems (RS) aim to provide users with recommendations about
items that people with similar tastes and preferences have liked in the past.
Collaborative Filtering (CF) is the dominant technique [20] for recommender
systems; it relies on the opinions expressed by other users. Most collaborative
filtering based recommender systems have built a neighborhood of likeminded
customers who appear to have similar preferences [21]. The neighborhood
formation scheme is called clustering used for model-building or learning process
in a recommender system algorithm. The main purpose of neighborhood formation
is to produce recommendations that can be of two types: predict an opinion-score
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of a product for that user, or recommend to the user Top-N products not already
purchased [21] and that the user will like the most. Schafer, Frankowski et al. [22]
introduced two different types of nearest neighbor CF algorithms namely user-
based algorithms to generate predictions based on similarities between users, and
item-based algorithms to generate predictions based on similarities between items.
Previous research [15] has shown that people tend to like items their friends like
and are attracted to the activities of others in their social circle. User designated
friends in social networks, therefore, can be reliable sources of recommendations
[11]. Sinha and Swearingen [23] compared the quality of recommendations made
by recommender systems and by users’ friends. They found that users preferred
recommendations from friends to recommendations made by recommender
systems such as Amazon.com [16].

In this paper, we propose an intelligent apparel recommendation system for
selecting suitable dresses for customers. Here, we have identified relevant (dress)
image parts which are then fed into the classifier for classifying the type of clothing
and characterizing the different style of apparel algorithm called Enhanced
Multiclass Support Vector Machine (EMSVM) [7] used for characterizing the
different style of the apparel. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 explains the overall architecture of
the proposed work. Section 4 describes in detail about the proposed work. Section
5 provides the detail about the benchmark data set and our own data set. In addition
to that, this section discusses the experimental results. Section 6 gives the conclusion
on this work and future works.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

There are many works have been done in this direction by various researchers in
the past [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [28]. Among them, Teruji Sekozawa et al [1] introduced
an apparel online shopping application with a fashion adviser over the internet.
The fashion adviser must have detailed knowledge about the fashions and
coordinates the dresses of the customer’s choice. The fashion advisor may help to
the customer whoever not having detailed knowledge of fashion. Those customers
were not able to choose the best quality dresses through online shopping. They
created a system that analyzes the customer’s choices over the dresses by the AHP
technique, the forms a cluster by correlation of clothes, and analyzes the market
basket. Finally, their system manages dresses suitable to the choice of each customer
and it is also makes recommendations of other dresses based on past sales data,
.Zhu Xinjuan et al. [2] proposed an intelligent apparel on-line recommendation
platform for providing personalized apparel recommendation over online business.
Here, the apparel design knowledge model that includes both the apparel dressing
rules as well as the corresponding customer personal information used for
reasoning.
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Lukas Bossard et al. [3] introduced a complete channel for recognizing and
classifying people’s clothing in natural scenes. It has several interesting
applications, including e-commerce, event and activity recognition, online
advertising, etc. The stages of the channel combine a number of state-of-the-art
building blocks such as upper body detectors, various feature channels and visual
attributes. The main aim of their method consists of a multi-class learner based on
a Random Forest and SVM for that uses strong discriminative learners as decision
nodes. Chantima et al. [4] introduced an Android application called Smart Closet
Application. This application helps to the people for coordinating dress selection
in their budget. This application introduces a statistical based recommendation
engine that learns user’s favorite dressing styles based on the past activity of people
and recommended the best dresses. Ngai et al. [5] provides a comprehensive review
of research articles related to the application of decision support and intelligent
systems over dresses. Suresh Kumar Jakhar [6] introduced a supply chain
performance measures and also proposes a partner selection and a decision making
model for flow allocation. This system helps to take decision by the decision makers,
managers, and practitioners to achieve economic growth, societal development,
and environmental protection. They illustrated the uses of their proposed model
for partner selection and flow allocation decision making, real-time data from an
apparel manufacturer are presented.

Apparel classification is an important part of classifying scenes in apparel
recommendation systems, and it is also related to detecting and describing persons
in images. Specifically, in the past there has been little work on classifying clothing.
Recently, Wang et al. [12] also investigated segmentation of upper bodies, where
the individuals occlude each other. Retrieving similar clothes given a query image
was addressed by Liu et al. [14] and Wang et al. [13]. In the latter work, the authors
use attribute classifiers for re-ranking the search results. Song et al. [15] predict
people’s occupation incorporating information on their clothing. Information
extracted from clothing has also been used successfully to improve face recognition
results [16]. Very recently, detection and classification of apparel has gained some
momentum in the computer vision community.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The overall architecture of the proposed system is shown in figure 3.1. It consists
of five major components namely Data Set, User Interface Module,
Recommendation System, Decision Manager and Rule base. The recommendation
system contains four sub modules such as feature selection module, Classification
module, Opinion from questioner and comparative analysis manager.

Data set contains the standard benchmark data set for dresses which are
collected from apparel industry and the user’s requirements from various countries.
The user interface module collects the necessary data from the standard bench
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mark dataset and forward it to the recommendation system for further processing.
The recommendation system contains four sub modules such as feature selection
module, Classification module, Opinion from questioner and comparative analysis
manager. Among them, the feature selection module selects the necessary attributes
from given dataset and send these records to the classification module for further
process. The classification module classifies the data by the help of decision
manager and rule base. The classified records will be sent to the opinion manager
for checking/matching the users/people interest using the collected questioner
from various places over the country. Finally, the comparative analysis manager
takes final decision whether the product is suitable for the society now or not by
the help of decision manager and rule base. The decision manager takes decision
over the product/dress is suitable or not using rules. The rule base contains
various rules which are helpful for taking decision over the dress by the decision
manager.

4. PROPOSED WORK

An intelligent apparel recommendation system is proposed for selecting the suitable
dresses (clothes) for purchasing through online/offline shopping by using an
effective feature selection and classification algorithm. The flow of the proposed
recommendation system is shown in figure 4.1.

4.1. Feature Selection

In this section, we have used a standard feature selection algorithm called Intelligent
Agent based Attribute Selection Algorithm [24] according to [8] [28] for selecting
appropriate features for effective classification. We have selected only six attributes
from 14 features of the standard benchmark dataset.

Figure 3.1: System Architecture
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4.2. Classification

In this section, we have used the standard classification algorithm called Intelligent
Agent based Enhanced Multiclass Support Vector Machine (IAEMSVM) [24]
according to [8] [28] for effective classification over the multiclass problems.

4.3. Opinion from Questioner

We have prepared a new questioner for collecting people/public opinions over
the dresses. This questioner is useful to known the people interest over the dresses
today over the country. We have received 1000 people’s opinions all over the India.
Moreover, we have collected opinion from the fashion advisor of many apparel
industries from eight cities of India, USA and Europe.

4.4. Comparative Analysis

This section gives the comparative analysis between manual opinion which are
collected from various people in different places using our questioner and
classification result which is provided by the classification algorithm over the
standard benchmark data set. This section is used to make a final decision by the
recommendation system over dresses /products in apparel industries.

4.5. Recommendation System

The recommendation system is designed by the help of rules, feature selection
algorithm and classification algorithm. This apparel recommendation system
recommends the exact/suitable cloths for suitable persons to purchase through
online. This will be helpful for the fashion designer to recommend the design of
dresses to the apparel industry for increasing or reducing the apparel manufacturing.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This section contains three major sections such as dataset, questionnaire and
experimental results. Among them, dataset has three kinds of datasets such as
image database, Dresses attributes and Dresses sales data.

5.1. Apparel Data Set

This section contains three datasets such as image database [17], dresses attributes
[18] and dresses sales data [27]. We have used these three different datasets also
for different purposes including classification and decision making.

(A) Image Database

The standard benchmark image dataset is used in this paper. In this database
contains 15 major classes such as Long dress, Coat, Jacket, Cloak, Robe, Suit,
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Undergarment, Uniform, Sweter, Short dress, Shirt, T-shirt, Blouses, Vest and Polo
shirt. This dataset contains 1,45,718 images totally by various classes. The number of
images present under each classes of the benchmark dataset is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1
Benchmark Image Data Set

Category No. of Images

Long dress 22,372
Coat 18,782
Jacket 17,848
Cloak 15,444
Robe 13,327
Suit 12,971
Undergarment 10,881
Uniform 8,830
Sweater 8,393
Short dress 7,547
Shirt 3,140
T-shirt 2,339
Blouses 1,344
Vest 1,261
Polo shirt 1,239
Total Images 1,45,718

(B) Dresses Attributes

This dataset contains eight attribute categories such as Colors, Patterns, Materials,
Structures, Looks, Persons and styles with in total 78 attributes. The slight
differences in appearance of apparel (dress) are often orthogonal to the type of
clothing, i.e., the composition of colors, patterns, materials and/or cuttings often
matter more than the information, that a particular cloth is e.g. a sweater. A common
way to include such kind of information is to represent it by semantic attributes.

(C) Dresses Sales Data

This dataset describes the sales report on various dresses which are purchased by
different area of people all over the world. This detail will be helpful to take a final
decision over the dress manufacturing. Table 5.2 shows the sample records of sales
dress attributes dataset.

5.2. Questionnaire

In this work, survey was conducted from 1000 people from each city and was
conducted in 10 different cities. Eight cities are from India and two cities are in
USA and Europe. Table 5.2 shows that the sample questions and possible responses
which are included our own questionnaire for collecting opinion from people.
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Table 5.2
Sample Questions and Responses in the Questionnaire

S.No. Questions Responses

1 Where do you usually take inspiration for 1. Styles in store
new purchases? 2. Magazines & News papers

3. Family & Friends
4. Celebrities & Movies
5. Social media

2 How often do you purchase a new item of 1. Every year
clothing/new dresses? 2. Once in 6 months

3. Once in 3 months
4. Every month
5. During festivals

3 How much would you usually spend 1. Less than 10% of income
per month on clothing and dresses? 2. 10 – 20% of income

3. 20-30% of income
4. 30-40% of income
5. More than 40% of income

4 What is the percentage of clothing purchases 1. Less than 5%
that you buy online? 2. 5 – 10 %

3. 10 – 20%
4. 20 – 50%
5. More than 50%

5 What is the main criterion you consider 1. Quality
when you are purchasing clothing/dresses? 2. Price

3. Comfort
4. Color
5. Style

6 What would encourage you to try out new 1. New design
fashion and style? 2. Celebrity’s style

3. Loose fitting
4. Tight fitting
5. Family and friends suggestions

7 What do you expect from the manufacturer 1. Cheaper and good quality
when you buy a new garment? 2. Quality material

3. Fast delivery of new models
4. Variety of colors and models
5. Neat Stitching

8 How will you provide your feedback to the 1. By buying more clothes
clothes manufacturer? 2. By recommending the clothes to

others
3. By sending appreciation letter

through sales person
4. By giving these items as gift to

others
5. By sharing the opinion in social

media
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For filling the questionnaire, the different possible answer choices are to be
presented in descending order. The scores for the various answers are taken as
follows: First Choice =5, Second Choice=4, Third Choice=3, Fourth Choice = 2,
Fifth Choice=1. Based on this survey, decisions on manufacturing and sales
executives were informed to change their strategies suitably. Table 1 shows the
sample questions from the total number of 100 questions used in the questionnaire.

5.3. Experimental Results

A new technique has been proposed and implemented in MATLAB. We have
taken images from apparel Image database for analysis and finding the suitable
dresses for the customer in online shopping. Each of the individual images used
for identification process was matched with training images using Minkowski
distances.

Table 5.2 shows the performance of the correct prediction over the customers
taste in online shopping. Five experiments have been conducted for prediction
with different numbers of images.

Table 5.3
Performance analysis over prediction

Ex. No. Number of images Number of purchases
considered correctly predicted

1 500 415
2 1000 831
3 2000 1668
4 5000 4156
5 10000 8382

From table 5.2, it can be observed that the performance of the proposed
intelligent apparel recommended system performed well in all the five experiments
when considered various amount of images for recommendation / prediction
process over online purchase.

Figure 5.1 shows the performance comparative analysis between the standard
SVM [26] and the Intelligent Agent based Enhanced Multiclass SVM (IAEMSVM)
[24]. We have used the same number of images have been used for every
experiments. Five experiments have been conducted with 5000 images.

From figure 5.1, it can be observed that the performance of the enhanced SVM
using intelligent agent is better than the standard SVM classification algorithm
due to the uses of intelligent agents. Here, five experiments have been conducted
with different number of images for recommendation / prediction process over
online purchase.
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Table 5.3 shows the performance comparative analysis between the IAEMSVM
[24] and along with feature selection. We have used the same number of images
have been used for every experiments. Five experiments have been conducted
with 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10000 images respectively.

Table 5.3
Comparative analysis of classification algorithm with full and selected features

Ex. No. Number of images IAEMSVM with IAEMSVM with
considered Full features Selected Features

1 500 415 425
2 1000 831 852
3 2000 1662 1704
4 5000 4156 4249
5 10000 8382 8578

From table 5.3, it can be observed that the performance of the IAEMSVM with
feature selection is better than IAEMSVM classification algorithm due to the
effective feature selection. Here, five experiments have been conducted with
different number of images for recommendation / prediction process over online
purchase.

Figure 5.2 shows the comparative analysis of items sold in a month between
Actual and predicted based on the algorithm. The various items have been
considered for comparative analysis.

Figure 5.1: Performance Analysis
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From figure 5.2, it can be observed that the performance of the sales prediction
based on the classification algorithm over image database is almost nearest value
of the actual sold. This is due to the fact that the uses of effective classification
algorithm over the standard image database.

Figure 5.3 shows the comparative analysis of items sold in a month between
Actual and predicted based on questionnaire. The various items have been
considered for comparative analysis.

Figure 5.2: Comparative analyses between actual and predicted sales
based on algorithm

Figure 5.3 Comparative analyses between actual sales and predicted sales
based on questionnaire
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From figure 5.3, it can be observed that the performance of the sales prediction
based on questionnaire is almost nearest value of the actual sold. The reason for
this sales achievement is based on the effective questionnaire preparation.

Figure 5.4 shows the comparative analysis of items sold in a single day between
Actual and predicted based on questionnaire. The various items have been
considered for experiments which are sold frequently.

From figure 5.4, it can be observed that the performance of the sales prediction
based on questionnaire is almost nearest value of the actual sold. The reason for
this sales achievement is based on the effective questionnaire preparation.

Figure 5.4: Comparative analyses between actual sales and predicted sales
based on questionnaire

Figure 5.5 shows the comparative analysis of items sold in single day between
Actual and predicted based on the algorithm. The various items have been
considered for comparative analysis. From figure 5.5, it can be observed that the
performance of the sales prediction based on the classification algorithm over image
database is almost nearest value of the actual sold. This is due to the fact that the
uses of effective classification algorithm over the standard image database.

The proposed recommendation system takes necessary decision over the online
shopping with the help of the feature selection, classification algorithms and the
effective questionnaire which is proposed by own from all over the world. This
recommendation also checks their decision on online shopping with the past sales
dataset.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

A new intelligent apparel recommendation system has been proposed and
implemented for online shopping using style classification. The proposed
intelligent apparel recommendation system uses Intelligent Agent based Attribute
Selection Algorithm (IAASA) for selecting important features and an effective
classification algorithm called Intelligent Agent based Enhanced Multiclass Support
Vector Machine (IAEMSVM) for effective classification. The proposed system helps
to a customer for online shopping. It also helps to the fashion adviser for guiding
the customer and maintains the stock in their apparel industry. The proposed
system is recommended correctly for 83.5% of customer and fashion advisor. Future
works in this direction could be the uses of effective feature selection and
classification algorithm with less time.
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